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HE TECHNIC takes pleasure in introducing, to its readers, a new contributor to its
columns. We present this month a leading article, upon Measurement of Sparking Distances,
by Dr. Robert F. Earhart. Dr. Earhart is a
graduate of Chicago University, and has been instructor in Physics here for the past year.

T

HE Junior class put up, as a Hallowe'en
memorial, a very attractive and pretty vestibule lamp of Venitian iron. We trust, in so
doing, they had in mind the Biblical injunction:
"Let your light so shine before. men, that they
may see your good works."

I

T has been reported in the daily newspapers
I that Supreme Justice Harland, who holds a
chair in the Columbian Law School of Washing-

No. 2

ton, D. C., prevented the Sophomores of that institution from breaking up the first meeting of
the Freshman class. As the Sophs did not seem
inclined to yield to the Justice's verbal injunctions, and made a second attack, the jurist
brought into play his physical powers to carry
his point.
Doubtless the Sophs did not, at first, recognize
the justice supreme in the case.
atassJe

T

HE gas engine, that has long remained in innocuous desuetude in the basement of the
main building, has been removed to the shops. it,
together with the artificial ice machine, et cetera,
have been erected in a room that has been constructed between the Machine Shop and the
Boiler Room.
HERE seems to be something very familiar
when we see in the Polytechnic, of Rensseleer Polytechnic Institute, large football scores
upon one side of the column, to R. P. L-0, on
the other. Can it be that they play under the
same "Poly luck" that haunts the Rose team?
Would that we could interlock little fingers
across the "grid-iron" in an endeavor to break
the spell.
AAA

M

ANY of the Alumni do not seem to appreciate the importance of keeping the Institute informed as to their whereabouts. Often
something of interest or importance comes up
that cannot be communicated to those concerned,
by reason of the lack of proper addresses.
Our attention has recently been called to this
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fact because of a number of copies of THE TECHNIC failing to reach those to whom they were
addressed. Please keep us posted in regard to
any changes of location,
ag.4.4

W

HEN dealing with the advertisers in the
various publications of the Institute be
sure to let them know that you are Polytechnic
students. It will not only be of benefit to the
publications, but will secure you many discounts.
JeAas

I T is a pleasure to meet, in athletic contests,
such gentlemanly teams as Earlham has always sent to our campus. In the game of November first, there was no time lost by reason of
useless wrangling.
HE Polytechnic Telegraph Co. is enjoying
the largest membership in its history, thete
now being thirty-five members. The entire line
has been rewired, and is now five tniles long.
Those in charge are to be congratulated upon the
rapidity with which they have gotten things into
such fine shape.

T

'AAA

N a letter, published in a recent issue of a scientific journal, John Jacob Astor makes the
following announcement:

I

"All my patents on marine turbines having been
granted I hereby dedicate them to the public, in the hope
that the development of the ideal turbine may be hastened thereby."

Mr. Astor's patents contemplate twin screws
set tandem, instead of side by side, and revolving
in opposite directions. No turbines have yet
been built to utilize the invention, which ordinarily would have been protected for seventeen
years.

EGINNING with Commencement in June,
1903, Cornell University will relieve all
of its professors who reach the age of seventy
years during the calender year. The retired
professor's will serve as special lecturers in their
respective departments for a period of five years.
The salary for the first year will be that received
at the time of retirement, after that $1,500 per
year.

B

Je.tesot

HE Orchestra has secured Mr. McGibeny, a
well-know musician of Indianapolis, as their
Director. Under Mr. McGibeny's direction they
are making very rapid progress, and we hope
they will soon be prepared to unite with the
Glee Club and give another one of their enjoyable
concerts.

T

HE Faculty has done away with all special
rules in regard to athletics. This, of course,
makes null the rule requiring students to obtain
at least an average of 65% in order to represent
the Institute in any athletic contests the following term. Hereafter all time lost, by reason of
athletics, will be treated under the regular absence rules—no excused absences being allowed
without making up the work.
A.Isat
E desire to acknowledge the receipt of
many valuable exchanges. Though we
have no special department through which we
may review the publications of other educational
institutions, nevertheless we enjoy reading them
and thus keeping in touch with the work at other
institutions of learning.
In regard to the many scientific publications
that our exchange list embraces, we expect to
make liberal use of their columns, trusting that
they may do the same when finding anything of
interest to them in THE TECHNIC.

T
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Measurement of Sparking Distances.
By DR. ROBERT F. EARHART.

'
71T*
N 1860 a series of measurements on the difference of
potential required to cause
a spark between' parallel
plates, was carried out under the direction 9f Lord
Kelvin.
In the series of measurements referred to the plates
were separated by known
distances, these distances being measured by a
micrometer screw. The potential required to
cause a breaking down of the intervening dielectric was measured by means of an absolute electrometer.
The results obtained show that the difference
in potential necessary to break down the medium
is not directly proportional to the thickness of the
intervening medium. This has been amply verified by other observers.
A much more complete series of observations
on the 'Spark Potential' was undertaken by Dr.
Liebig, of Baltimore, in 1887. In the latter experiments the distances were varied from .006cm,
to .1.444 cm.; the potentials for these limits varying from MX) volts to 35,300 volts in the commonly used electromagnetic system. The method
of measuring both distances and potential differences was similar to that employed by Lord
Kelvin.
Some three years ago it was suggested to me
to extend this work to distances of lesser magnitude. The conditions to be filled are simple. It
is required:
1st. To measure a small distance accurately.
2d. To measure a difference of potential accurately.
The method of using the pitch of a screw for
determining distances is sufficiently accurate for
distances of considerable magnitude, but is en-

tirely inadequate for the determination of small
distances, especially when such distances are of
the order of a wave-length of light.
The modern form of the interferometer is particularly suitable for measuring small distances
and may be readily adapted to this experiment.
The principle of the interferometer may be
outlined from the following considerations. The
physical cause of the sensation called light, consists of a series of ether waves. Any particular
color corresponds to a series of waves of a definite period. The radiations from a Sodium flame,
for example, have a definite period and consequently a definite wave-length. Moreover, the
wave-length of such a train of waves is known.
Consider such a train of -waves incident, at an
angle of 45 degrees. on a slightly silvered plane
parallel glass plate (5) Fig. 1.

SOURCE

1d
FIG. I.

Part of the waves will be reflected and proceed
in the direction indicated to (M). The remainder
will be refracted through the glass plate proceeding in the direction (M'). Consider (M) and
( M')as mirrors set perpendicular to the incident
beams. The waves will then retrace their paths,
being reunited at the surface (S). Part of these
reunited wave trains will pass back to the source
but part will proceed in the direction indicated
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by the arrow to (E). A second plate equal in
thickness to (S) is introduced in one of the
paths. This is called a compensating plate. It
will be noticed that the refracted beam passes
twice through the glass plate (S). Since the
index of refraction of glass is greater than that
of air, it is necessary to introduce a plate of
equal thickness in the path of the reflected ray.
This being the case, if the mirrors(M)and (M')
are at equal distances from the thinly silvered
surface, it follows that the optical paths of the
reflected and refracted beams are equal.
If monochromatic light be used, this arrangement realizes the conditions necessary for the
interference of the reunited trains of waves. An
observer looking into the instrument from (E)
will, in general, see a series of interference
fringes. These consist of alternate light and
dark bands. Now consider the mirror (M') to
remain stationary while (M) is moved toward
the observer a distance equal to one-half the
wave-length of the radiation used. Since the
waves move forward and back along the same
path, the optical path will be shortened one complete wave-length.During such a motion there will
be an apparent displacement of the fringes to the
observer, one fringe apparently moving across
the field of view. In case the wave length of the
radiation used is known, the distance through
which (M) is displaced can be ascertained. A
displacement of one fringe corresponds to the
change of position of (M) of one-half a wave
length. Moreover, the mirrors may be so adjusted that the interference bands will appear
about 1 cm. broad. We can easily estimate the
displacement of the fringes to tenths. This
will give us a method of measuring distances to
the twentieth of a wave-length. The wavelength of the Sodium radiation is approximately
.000059 cm. Hence, it appears that distances
as small ,as .000003 cm. can be measured. At
any rate we are justified in relying on our measurments to one-half a wave length or roughly
Td1H1 inches. In making use of this instrument
the observer merely counts the number of fringes

passing the field of view and from such readings
readily interprets the distance of displacement.
Experience has shown that it is practically impossible for parallel plates to be brought in contact throughout the entire extent of their surface. This is probably due to the existence of
a gaseous film surrounding the surfaces. In exerting a pressure sufficient to squeeze out this
last vestige of air, strains are introduced which
destroy the parallelism of the plates. Apart
from this the electrical conditions render it advisable that one surface be convex.

3

FIGS. 2 SE 3.

In the experiment here described, one of the
surfaces is convex, the other plain. In the accompanying diagram, let "D" be the fixed body,
rigidly attached to a fixed support "A." This
fixed body consisted of a steel bicycle ball, heavily nickelplated, and 2.54 cm. in diameter. This
was insulated from the support and connected to
the binding post"B,"to which the necessary electrical connections were made. The complication
due to the sphericity of this surface is no o
great as might be supposed, since the distances
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Circuit 3 includes the galvanometer and small
e.m.f. (about Th volts) for determiningthe point
of contact. All circuits are provided with double
pole switches. After the plates are separated,
circuit 3 is opened and a difference of potential
between "D" and "D" is established by closing
circuit 1. The voltmeter will register this potential difference. Upon the passing of a spark,
the resistance of the dielectric breaks down,
causing a sudden drop in the potential existing
between "D" and "D'." Thus the voltmeter
serves not only to measure differences in potentials but also to detect the point where discharge
occurs.
The accompanying plate (Fig. 4) indicates

too
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to be measured are of the order of a wave-length
of light, whence the radius of curvature of 1.27
cm. is comparatively large.
The surface "D" was mounted on a movable
carriage "C," which bears the mirror "M."
The mirror "M" constitutes one arm of an interferometer. The surface "D" could thus be
brought into contact with "D" by shifting the
carriage. The point of contact was determined
by means of a sensitive galvanometer with a
small e. m. f. in circuit. The carriage having been
pushed back until point of contact was reached,
the motion of the carriage was reversed; the distance through which it was moved could be ascertained by counting the number of fringes
which passed during the displacement of the
carriage.
The second condition imposes the measurement of differences of potential. These measurments were made in the electromagnetic system,
the readings being expressed in volts. A standard Weston voltmeter was used. The e. m. f. used
was supplied by a bank of 2,000 storage cells, so
arranged that they might be used in units of 25
cells, or by special connections of single cells.
The cells were intended primarily for supplying
small currents at high voltages and had small
capacity. It is highly desirable that small capacity be used; otherwise, owing to the disruptive discharge, the surfaces would be greatly
marred on the passage of a spark.
Both surfaces were made optically perfect, free
from scratches, and were polished with dry
rouge. It is necessary, owing to pitting of the
surfaces due to discharge, that a fresh surface
be presented each time a reading is taken. This
may be accomplished by rotating the bodies
about an axis not in the line of symmetry. The
means of accomplishing this will be apparent on
consulting Figure 2.
In Figure 3, the electrical portion of the
apparatus is indicated. As in Fig. 2, "D" and
"D" represent the surfaces. These are connected to binding posts "B" and "B'." Circuit
1 contains the e. m. f. which may be varied from 2
to 4,000 volts. Circuit 2 includes the voltmeter.
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graphically the results obtained with air, under
ordinary atmospheric pressure, as a dielectric.
It will he observed that from readings .5 tnicron*
to 2 micra the potential required for discharge
varies directly with the distance. At about the
latter point the curve takes a sudden bend and
proceeds in nearly a straight line, varying with
the distance but according to a different law.
If we accept the theory of an air-film surrounding the surfaces of bodies, the sudden variation in the form of the curve at 2 micra
would seem to be another argument in its favor,
and would indicate the thickness of such a film
as being about 1 micron.
It is of some interest to compare the portions
of the curve indicated, with those given by other
observers. The observations of Dr. Liebig, previously mentioned in this article, are perhaps
more complete •for large distances than those
given in any published table. Dr. Liebig has
two values which fall within the limit of this ex*A micron is the

r olo ci

part of a millimeter.

periment. They are indicated in Pig. 4 by a
dagger together with the letter L.
Other observations with air at various pressures, and with different gases were made, but
cannot be discussed here. The curves representing these conditions have the same general
form as the one shown above.
In the spring of this year measurements were
made, using, instead of a static potential difference, a periodic e. m. f. The general arrangement
a the apparatus is similar to that indicated in
Fig. 3, a Kelvin balance being substituted for
the voltmeter and an e. in f. obtained from the alternate lighting mains of the city being substituted for the storage batteries. The effect of
capacity on the 'spark distance' was also considered. These curves also have the same general
contour as the one shown.
It might be of some interest, from an engineering point of view, to repeat these measurements using some of the insulating oils commonly used for transformer insulation, in the place
of air for the dielectric.
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that the scow is one of the fastest types of the
AST spring, while building a modern small sail boat. The following bit of
small boat at the shop for history taken from an article in the"Builder,"
use during the summer va- will serve to illustrate the statement :
"Years ago, when sloops used to ply up and
cation, I found that there
was a widespread misunder- down the Hudson river carrying deck loads of
standing of the principles on bricks from the yards at Verplank, Cold Spring,
which it was designed, and Haverstraw, and many other places now unused,
it has occurred to me that to the wharves of the busy and ever-growing City
a short article on the subject of New York, there was great rivalry between
might prove interesting to the skippers of these sloops to see who could
carry the most brick and make the quickest
some, at least, of THE TECHNIC'S readers.
trips. The models of these sloops were usually
square
at
The boat was of the "scow" type,
bluff-bowed, wide-sterned, low forward and high
8"
the ends, and 14 ft. over all. The keel rose
aft,
and steered with a long tiller. The rigs
from the midship section to both bow and stern,
and the bottom was rounded up 4" from the keel were enormous, owing to the great beam and flat
models, and their speed made them famous. So
to side planking.
The boat was intended to row as well as sail, when one daring individual launched a sloop
and like most compromises, it lacked considera- whose hull was simply a flat-bottomed scow,
ble of reaching the best features of either type. square on deck at both ends, the skippers all ridIt answered, however, the purposes for which it iculed the idea of her sailing fast. But after one
was designed, and I found that as a sail boat it or two trips up the river, in which she outsailed
was equal to any other of its own size on the the round bottomed boats on all points and thorlake, and that in some cases I was able to over- oughly demonstrated her ability to run away
from them, besides carrying more brick, the
haul boats which were considerably larger.
No remark was more common from persons laugh was on the other side, and she commanded
who first saw the boat than,"You certainly did the respect of all the shipping men on the river
not build that for speed." While it is true that in spite of being an 'old scow.'''
I did not expect anything remarkable in the way
Why there should be such antipathy for boats
of speed from this boat, it is nevertheless true of the"scow" order is unexplainable unless it is
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that their cheapness is their own condemnation.
That a flat-bottomed, blunt or square-ended
A Irian hates to have his boat called a "scow," boat should sail faster than the round-bottomed,
it seems to be a term of disgrace, and has always pointed type, looks at first like an absurd
statebeen considered such until of very late years ment, but the facts seem to bear it out,
and the
when boats of the "scow" order distanced all explanation, after all, is quite simple.
competitors in races. This was done about eight
It should be remembered that a sail boat is
years ago, when Thomas Clapham, of Roslyn, rarely on an even keel, that in nearly every
point
L. I., appeared on the Sound with a yawl-rigged of sailing it is heeled over more or less, and
that
scow called "The Bouncer," and beat everything the harder it blows the greater the angle of
incliin the race, big or little. But the objections to nation. It would look reasonable, then,
to plan
this class of boat were so great among yacht- the boat's hull to suit these conditions, instead
of
men at the time that none would adopt the for the unusual case when the boat's mast
is vermodel, while acknowledging its superiority.
cal. Fig. 1 shows a typical waterline for the

Walerhne on even keel

Wafer//i7e when heeledover
Waiet://ne a eve/7 kee/ Fig E
_Cecir_e

_

_

Fig (3.

Lately, however, so many young fellows have
taken to yachting—young fellows who have the
spirit, but whose purses are limited—that the
scow, with modifications, has come into great demand.
L. D. Huntingdon, Jr., of New Rochelle, was
the next man to bring out a racing scow in the
shape of "The Question," and the wonderful
speed attained by his boat brought him orders
for many on the same idea.

pointed type of boat on an even keel and inclined.
In the latter case the waterline is more or less
distorted. and may in some cases be even shorter
and broader than when on an even keel. Fig. 2
shows a typical waterline for the scow type. (It
is to be understood that the sketches are only
roughly approximate, and make no pretence at
accuracy.) On an even keel the waterline of this
style of boat is short, broad and blunt, but as
soon as it heels over under the influence of the
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side pressure of the wind, the waterline becomes centre board, mine being four times as long as it
longer, narrower, and very sharp at both bow was wide, and hung straight down. The centre
and stern. Fig. 3 will show more clearly, per- board is to prevent drifting to leeward, and my
idea was that it would prove more effective with
haps, why this is so.
The best point of sailing for the ordinary type the long dimension vertical than with the same
will, therefore, be directly before the wind be- area and the long dimension horizontal.
cause the mast is vertical, while with the scow it
is about the worst . With the first type every
effort is made, by the use of ballast, etc., to
bring the mast as nearly vertical as possible,
while with the scow stability is secured by
The two sketches in Fig. 4 will illustate my
breadth of beam rather than ballast. The hull
The boards shown are placed in a current
idea.
is made as light as the conditions will permit, and
an effort is made to bring the boat over to a con- of water and slightly inclined to it, and at the
siderable angle. In light winds it is customary same time prevented from moving with the curfor the person who is sailing a scow to put his rent. The tendency of the current of water imweight well out to leeward instead of windward, pinging upon the lower surface of each is to
and when running before the wind better results lift it. In the case of the first, when the water
will sometimes be obtained if, instead of squaring strikes the front edge it is deflected downward,
off before the wind, he runs a zig-zag course, and either flows away parallel to the board, exkeeping the wind sufficiently on one side to give erting no lifting effect on the after part, or might
even be supposed, under certain circumstances,
her the proper sailing inclination.
to flow away from the board and create a negainnot
A boat of this description, however, is
tended for anything but comparatively smooth tive pressure at the after end.
The front part of the board would therefore be
water, such as is found on our smaller lakes and
bays. On large bodies of water, where there is the only part upon which a lifting effect is proany considerable sea or rough water, the round- duced, and the after part would be useless or
bottomed, high-sided boat, is unquestionably the worse than useless, on account of the additional
surface which it offers to water friction. In the
best type.
In its proper place, however, the scow is a per- second case the board is turned across the stream,
fectly safe boat. She will ordinarily carry much and with the same surface has all its area effecmore sail than the round-bottomed type, and will tive for lifting. That this is true has been
do better, for .the reasons given above, when the proved by experiments on aeroplanes, and the
wind is strongest. She is practically uncapsiza- fact that the wings of soaring birds are longer at
ble, as has been proved many times, for in the right angles to the direction of flight instead of
typical boat of this class the cockpit is so narrow parallel to it, would seem to point to the same
and the hull so light that even if a sudden gust conclusion.
The application of this to the centre board is,
should send her over on her beam ends she does
not fill, and her crew has only to stand on the I think, obvious. With this deep centre board
centre board for a moment to right her, and then and practically no keel, there was another advantage that the boat would turn as if on a pivot, in
climb in again as she comes back.
fact, she would often go about much quicker
So much for the general type.
On my own boat I tried one or two experi- than I could handle the sail. This was particuments, which were somewhat novel, at least to larly advantageous in light winds, when the
boat's headway was small, and I remember one
me.
when a boat near me missed stays four
occasion
narrow
and
deep
The first was an unusually
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or five times while I had no difficulty in tacking connected with the Union Iron Works, at San
all around her.
Francisco, where he contracted pneumonia,
The same reasoning would probably apply, tin- which later developed into the disease that
der certain limitations, to the rudder. I believe caused his death. He had been in Pasadena for
a deep, narrow rudder is more efficient when the a year trying to regain his health.
boat is making any speed, but when moving
slowly it is likely that the long fore and aft rudA very interesting marriage was solemnized in
der is better.
Chicago, on Oct. 23, at the residence of Rev. J.
I had my rudder rigged so as to try it each A. Milburn, pastor of Plymouth Congregational
way, but was not able to come to any satisfactory church. Mr. Charles J. Larson, of Lake Park,
conclusion, owing to the variable nature of the Minn., and Miss Mary McComb, formerly of
winds.
Terre Haute, were the happy couple, only the
A glance at the little picture at the head of immediate relatives and friends, including Miss
this article will show a rather peculiarly shaped Warren, of Terre Haute, Ind., were present.
sail. It is a leg-of-mutton of a type very com- The brother of the bride, Rev. J. W. McComb,
mon on the Virginia coast. Instead of being of Philadelphia, performed the ceremony, assist:
pointed at the after part like the ordinary leg-of- ed by Rev. J. A. Milburn. Mr. Larson is a
mutton, it has a stretcher attached to the boom, graduate of the Rose Polytechnic. Institute of
and by the aid of a block and tackle at the mast Terre Haute, and is at present connected with
the sail may be drawn very flat. It excited a the Allis-Chalmers Co., of Milwaukee, as engingood deal of unfavorable comment at the lake, eering expert. Miss Mary McComb is widely
one disgusted old tar asking if that fool (meanand favorably known for her splendid work in
ing me) "didn't know enough to put his gaff at
the Social Settlement and Light House Mission
the top instead of at the end of his sail."
in Terre Haute. Their many friends extend to
I found it to be on the whole a very satisfacthem their hearty congratulations and wish them
tory sail, and that I could lie quite close to the
God speed in the new life upon which they have
wind with it, but I think if I had it to do over entered. Mr. and Mrs. Larson left for the
East
again I should use the ordinary fore and aft sail.
and hope to make their future home in Rochester,
The latter can be handled from the stern of the
N. Y.—Ex.
boat near the rudder, while with this type you
have to go to the mast to set it, leaving the boat
W. A. Layman, '93, has been appointed Gento her own devices as far as steering is concerned, eral Manager of the Wagner Electric Mfg, Co.
a somewhat hazardous operation in a strong wind.
Cecil Howell, '99, has accepted the position of
ALUMNI NOTES.
Transformer Engineer with the Wagner Electric
S. S. Frank, '92, has taken a position with the Mfg. Co.
George A. Fuller Co„ of 68 William St., New
York City. This company is a large corporation
W. Offutt Mundy, '95, who has been seriously
which does much of the large office and public ill with nervous prostration, will soon resume his
building work of New York and vicinity. Mr. duties as Master Mechanic with the St. Louis
Frank is connected with the department com- Transit Co.
pleting mechanical plants, including boilers, engines, wiring, heating, etc.
On Nov. 1st Mr. Robert K. Rochester, '01,
was appointed Engineer of Maintenance of Way
Sigurd L. Henrikson, '94, died of consump- and Structures for the Terre Haute and Loganstion at Pasadena, on October 18. He had been port and the Logansport & Toledo railways.
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Geo. E. Wells, '96, is spending considerable
time in Texas and Indian Territory, where he is
engineer of several lighting and ice plants.

V. K. Hendricks, '89, is Assistant to the Engineer Maintenance of Way on B. & 0. R. R.,
at Baltimore, Md.

James Farrington, '96, who is General Superintendent,of the Youngstown Engineering Co.,
was in town for a few days last month.

J. E. Hubbell, '98, who has for some time been
connected with the Patent office at Washington,
has accepted a position with the General Electric
Co., at Schnectady, and will attend to the patent affairs of that company.

J. J. Kessler, '97, with the Wagner Electric
Co., at St. Louis, was blessed with a daughter
about two months ago.
Curtis A. Mees, '00, is Assistant Engineer of
the Catawba Power Co., at Rock Hill, S. C.
C. Herbert Hills, '02, is with the Federal Mfg.
Co. at Indianapolis.
J. T. Montgomery, '98, and David Ingle, Jr.,
'97, paid the Institute a visit a short time ago.
Claude Ott, '92, is Resident Engineer of the
Missouri & Southeastern Railroad Co., with of•
fices at 508 Granite Building, St. Louis, Mo.
Warwick M. Anderson, '91 , who has been
Professor of Physics at the Manual Training
School at Louisville, is taking a graduate course
at Johns Hopkins University. His address is
2118 St. Paul St., Baltimore, Md.

A. G. Shaver, '97, recently made his friends
and relatives in Terre Haute a short visit. He
is with the Union Pacific Railroad Co., at Omaha, Neb.
Edgar L. Flory, '02, who is chemist with the
G. H. Hammond Packing Co., has been transferred from Hammond, Ind., to St. Joseph, Mo.
Announcement has been received of the marriage of Mr. Odus Burdette Moore, '97, to Miss
Margaret Martzall. The wedding took place at
Conneautville, Penn., Thursday, October twentythird. Mr. and Mrs. Moore will be at home to
their friends after November tenth, at 552 Mifflin Ave., Wilkinsburg, Penn.
J. J. McLellan,'99, has accepted the position at
the Louisville Manual Training School, made vacant by the resignation of Anderson,'94.

ALumNus:- "Worse than Rankine."

I
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Zbe Peppermint linbu6tr\?.
By CHARLES B. TROWBRIDGE,'05.

EW people know that 300,000
pounds of peppermint oil are
annually consumed by the
world, and it is interesting
to know where and how this
oil is produced. Over 90 per
cent, of the genuine oil of
peppermint is grown within
a radius of seventy-five miles
of Kalamazoo, Michigan, and
be called the center of the
fairly
Kalamazoo may
essential oil industry of the world. Formerly
Wayne county, New York, was the peppermint
center of the world, but the product for this year
was only 1,000 pounds, so that this industry in
New York has practically passed into history.
The "mint" industry is a specialty with peculiar features, combining farm and factory; agriculture in growing the plant, and manufacture
in separating the oil from the plant by distillation.. There are about SO "stills" in Southwestern Michigan and since there are 4,000 acres
of the plant under cultivation, we see that one
"still" is required for every 50 acres of peppermint.
The "mint" is grown on marsh or "muck"
land, which is coal black in color and very moist;
so moist, in fact, that during a rainy season,

water may be seen standing all over a large field.
The land, prepared as for a garden, in the fall,
is laid off in furrows early the following spring.
The furrows are three feet apart and run north
and south, if possible, so that the sun will strike
both sides of each row. This work is done the
first of April and the planting should be completed in the same month. The roots for planting are "rootstocks" or '"runners," like strawberry runners, only they run just under the
ground, like hop "roots," instead of on top of
the soil like berry runners. They are pulled
with potato hooks from new "mint" of the preceeding year; two men working on each row, one
pulling, the other following, shaking out the
muck with a fork. The roots, thus cleaned, are
taken to the furrowed field, where the planters
proceed to put them in the ground. Each planter
has a burlap sack, holding three to four bushels
of the roots, and with this swung over his
shoulder, he takes a furrow or row, draws the
roots from the sack with the right hand, holding
back the roots at the mouth of the sack with the
left, and with a peculiar "uplift"-forward motion
throws them straight into the open furrow.
The roots are from one to two feet long and thus
in planting, a continual line of roots is formed.
These are slightly covered with dirt and pressed
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into the ground by the feet of the planter as he
moves forward. A roller is then passed over the
ground.
The fields are kept clean by cultivating and
hoeing until about the 20th of June, when runners start, and the weeds are pulled by hand,
until "stilling," which begins August 1st and
continues until about the 20th of September.
The mint grows to a height of three or four feet.
The new mint is cut with scythes, each row being passed over twice, because the row parts in
the middle and falls in a tangled mass on either
side. It is left to wilt thoroughly and is then
bunched and drawn like hay to the "still."

oil vapor pass upwards and escape through a
pipe near the top of the tub into the "worm,"
which is a series of tin pipes, one above the
other, two inches or more in diameter. Cold
water is caused to drip from •above upon the
"worm" and this condenses the vapors. The
water and liquid oil pass out at the end of the
worm into a receiver, where the two liquids are
separated by gravity, the oil being lighter than
water. All the oil is removed from the leaves
after steaming for an hour, and from one to ten
pounds of oil are obtained from one tub. The
oil thus obtained is 90% pure. The juices of
weeds, which are more or less mixed with the

The wilted mint is here pitched into large tubs
seven feet top diameter, six feet bottom diameter
and six feet high. Two men walk around on
the mint in the tubs and tramp it solid, after
which a steam tight cover is let down, closing
the tub. Steam is let in at the bottom of the
tub, breaking the little sacks on the under side
of the leaves, which contain the oil and converting this released oil into vapor. The steam and

mint in the tubs, and other foreign substances
are removed from the oil at refineries.
The price of peppermint oil six years ago was
70 cents, now it is $5.00 per pound. The price
has advanced within the last month from $2.50
to $5.00 a pound. This advance was caused by
one of the largest growers in Michigan, having
bought up 95% of the oil produced this year, and
thus practically cornered the market. The total
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value of the crop this year is approximately
$650,000 and the advance in price, caused by the
corner, is in the neighborhood of a quarter million dollars. With the price at $5.00 per pound,
peppermint growing is a very paying industry,
since from ten to forty pounds of oil are produced per acre and the cost of cultivation is only
from $15.00 to $25.00 per acre.
The growing of peppermint has not been remunerative for the past five years and the market
in New York and London has been ruined by
manipulations and adulterations. There is a
constantly increasing demand for the oil, and an
idea of the trade may be gained from the fact
that this oil enters into the manufacture of various pharmaceutical articles, confectionery, gum,
toilet waters and perfumes, extracts, etc.
The crop this year is only about one half the
usual one. This is due partly to the excessive
rains and partly to the fact that for the past six
years the growers have, one after another, become discouraged on account of the low price of
the oil. At Decatur, Michigan, where 130,000
pounds were produced in 1896, only 19,000 were
produced this year—about one-seventh of the
former crop. However, should the present price
of the oil remain firm for a year, the peppermint
industry will undoubtedly assume even larger
proportions than it formerly possessed.
A large field of peppermint is a very pretty
sight indeed, especially when the plants are
about half grown, at which time the foliage is
the brightest green and shows up very nicely
against the coal black soil beneath.
The accompanying illustration is a view of a
field of full grown mint, owned by S. N. Eckenberger, at Decatur. The rows in this case are a
half mile long.
The oil is handled in 234 gallon till cans, which
when filled weigh twenty pounds. Thus $300.00
worth of oil can be packed in a little box 30x8x
12 inches, and it sometimes happens that a man's
entire crop can be packed in a peppermint oil box
of this size.
This industry, compared in size to the steel
trust is as a grain of sand to a mountain, yet com-

paratively large stuns have been made and lost
in speculations in this oil. The peppermint industry is a most interesting subject to study, and
if you ever feel - "hungry" on mint, just get a
peppermint man to talking on the subject and—
well—you'll never do it again.
HALLOWE'EN.
Within the boundaries of the Poly fence Hallowe'en is certainly Junior night. On Friday
night, the thirty-first, "Naughty Four" was the
pass word around the school buildings. Just
about the time when the world seemed to be fast
asleep, dark figures began to move to and fro
about the campus. The gym seemed tb be the
center of attraction and in a short time the light
shining forth from the windows and the echo of
the slogan of "Naughty Four" from within
showed that the Poly Hallowe'en party had commenced. An order of exercises, as shown in the
official program below, was carried out:
11:15-11:30 P. M.—Arrival of the actors.
11:30—Arrival of the Monument, a la bus.
11:45—Grand right and left.
12:00-12:30—Free-for-all basket ball game.
(Rules of 1004 used.)
12:31-March to the main enttance.
12:35-12:50 -Airial specialty by Pres. Ross.
12:50-I A. M.—Christening of the monument.
(Song by the class.)
A. M.—March to the gym.
1-I:30—Speeches by several members.
1:30-1:40—Intermission.
((offee served.)
1:40 A. M.—Introduction of the speaker of the occasion, Mr.
Hahn.
2 A. M.—Exhibition of trick bicycle riding.
2:30—Adjournment.

After much consideration as to what to put up
for a monument, the present Junior class decided
on a lamp to light the main entrance. That
which was put up Friday night, Hallowe'en, was
designed and made by Mr. Earnst Melann, of Indianapolis. It is hexagonal in shape, having six
beveled plate glass windows. In length it is seven
feet from the top of the supporting pipe to the
ornament on the bottom. The lamp proper is
2'x2'. It is made of hand hammered iron and
has an oxidized dead black finish. The illuminant to be used is electricity; a sixty-four candle
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power incandescent lamp. The numerals, which
did not arrive on time to be put up with the
lamp, are to be of iron and will stand against the
front glass plate, so that they may be seen at
night as well as by day. The class is indebted
to Mr. Herbert Foltz, of the class of '86, for valuable suggestions and a working drawing for its
construction. May the lamp light the way to
many good times for us all.
ROBERT WALKER.

Mr. Robert Hudnut Walker, a member of the
Freshman class, died of appendicitis at his
home in this city, on the night of Nov,4th. The
exercises at the Institute were suspended on the
morning of the following Friday to allow the students to attend the funeral.
There was no more popular young man in the
Institute, or in the city, than Robert Walker.
The Freshman class attended the funeral of their
fellow-classmate in a body. The Student Council passed the following resolutions:
WHEREAS, It has been the pleasure of A'mighty God,
in His infinite wisdom, to take unto himself Robert H.
Walker, our friend and associate ; and,
WHEREAS, We feel deeply the loss of our comrade;
therefore, be it
Resolved, That the Student Council, representing the
entire student body of the Rose Polytechnic Institute, do
take this means of expressing our feelings and of extending our heartfelt sympathy to the bereaved family. Be
it further
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be forwarded to the family of our deceased friend, and also a
copy be given to THE ROSE TECHNIC for pnblication.
H. BLAIR PETTIT,
A. EUGENE MICHEL,
HERBERT L. WATSON,
COMmillee.
Terre Haute, Ind., November 5th, 1902.
SOPHOMORE BANQUET.
BY A SON!

The Sophomore banquet of the class of '05 is
now a matter of history. It was a complete
success in all ways, and the Committee on Arrangements, Messrs. Reynolds and Wells, are to
be highly commended on their arrangements. At
3:30 P.M. the challenge was posted according to
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custom, and 4:00 P.M. of Nov. 7th, saw the
whole class, with the exception of two or three,
at the Terre Haute House. These didn't wish to
attend and stayed away of their own accord. The
time was passed pleasantly at music and cards.
Capt. Falley's coon specialties created considerable amusement.
The Freshmen gave no trouble at all, and in
spite of the efforts of certain Juniors who would
be popular, conducted themselves in a "gentlemanly manner." In order to get a faint idea of
the glorious time enjoyed, look over the menu,
and as this is rich in quality, so were the toasts.
MENU.
Oyster Cocktail
Olives
Consomme en Tasse
Salted Peanuts with Cheese Straws
Baked Bluefish, Venetian
Potatoes Natural
Champagne
Fillet of Beef, Larded Mushrooms
Mashed Potatoes
Punch Chartreuse
Roast Spring Chicken, Dressing
Potato Salad
Vanilla Ice Cream

Port Wine
Assorted Cake

Cheese and Toasted Crackers
Mocha

Cigarettes
Cigars

Some of it was dry (extra dry), and some wet,
but all good.
Trowbridge as toastmaster was the man for
the place, and what can be greater praise. His
remarks were spicy and rich, and called up a
"get-back spirit" in the "toasters."
Cook gave a brief review of Mr. Rose, our generous benefactor. It could not be a full account,
for a detailed statement would be rather long because of the extent of the worthy deeds of this
worthy man. Then we had some of that"which
cheers as well as inebriates" if taken in large
doses. And so the "feast of reason and flow of
soul" was interspersed in the affair. "The LaLadies" was the subject given by Wells, and his
remarks gave us to understand that he was capa-
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ble of dealing with the subject intelligently. schools visited by him during the summer. He
Shryer's effort concerning the class of '06 was spoke with special reference to the work in chemsuperb. It was witty and to the point, while the istry and the lecture room methods of some of
"French that he often used occasionally" was the more prominent men connected with it. The
in keeping with the rest. The Freshmen would talk was thoroughly enjoyed by those present.
On Saturday, Nov. 8, the society met in the
have been greatly benefitted by hearing his remarks. They can blame themselves for holding physical lecture room to hear a paper by Post,
aloof. "Our New Members by Watson, was a '03, on "Railway Frogs and Switches." The
welcome greeting to our new brothers. By his various terms used in the.laying of switches were
enumeration of their qualities, it is easy to see defined, and the methods of using tables in comthat '05 is gainer by their membership. This puting curves and angles were described. Mr.
subject recalled the fact that several, who last year Post had prepared a number of sketches and lanwere with us, were no longer with us. McBride tern slides with which to illustrate his discussion.
He These added much to the interest of the subject.
answered this toast by "Our Old Members
glothis
of
member
The paper and discussion occupied a little over
a
be
to
glad
was
he
said that
a
be
to
glad
was
he
that
and
an hour, after which the meeting adjourned to
rious aggregation,
friends
find
many
so
meet again Nov. 22, when Austin,'03, will read
new member,so that lie could
among the old members, and "may the hinges of a paper on "Modern 'Illustration."
The following additional papers have been
friendship never grow rusty." "Athletics,"
treated by Reynolds, was of necessity short, be- promised and will be read before the Society (lurcause that is a branch at Rose that, at the present ing the year:
Rapid Transit in New York, •
time, is considerably hampered by limits. BenA. E. MICHEL, '03.
son could say little about the Normalites, that is
The Niagara Power Plant,
new. so his toast was short. Blanchard closed
W. H. RANDALI„ '04.
the glorious occasion by talking of the "Class of
Cash Register Co.
National
The
'05." (Long may she wave). As many pages
W. A. MCNABB,'04.
could be written about this subject, we'll let it
Automatic Signaling Devices.
go by saying that he did it justice.
W. A. PEDDLE,'N.
Many visitors from the upper classes were
The Linton Mining District.
present. The banquet was called off at midR. D. LANDRUM,'04.
night. Every one went home thoroughly pleased,
The Manufacture of Cement,
thoroughly happy, and thankful for the decree
H. E. WIEDEMANN, '03.
that made them members of the class of '05.
These papers will be illustrated in various
ways and it will be the endeavor to make the
TOASTS.
meetings as interesting as possible. The amount
Chas. B. Trowbridge, Toastmaster.
C B. Cook of work involved in the preparation of these paOld Rose
Francis A. Wells pers certainly justifies a better attendance of the
The Ladies
Herbert E. Shryer
Class of '06
student body than has, as a rule, been accorded
Herbert L. Watson
To Our New Members
these meetings in the past.
John S.
To Our Old Members
Athletics
The Normals
Class of '05

McBride
Frank 0. Reynolds
George Benson
Ralph Blanchard

THE SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY.

On October 18th Dr. Noyes gave an informal
talk before the Society on some of the European

GLEE CLUB'S TRIP TO MARSHALL.

On the seventeenth of last month the Glee
Club gave its first out-of-town concert and we
are glad to say that it was a complete success.
The boys, twenty-one in all, and their director,
Mrs. Allyn Adams leaving at 3 o'clock in the
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afternoon on Van train No. 21, were met at the
Marshall station with carriages and were driven
over the city by the young ladies, who "handled
the ribbons." After a rehearsal, they were
taken to the elegant home of Mrs. Mary Mitchell, where the ladies of the Woman's Club had
prepared supper.
The songs rendered were greatly appreciated
by the large audience and encores were frequent
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throughout the program. The whistling solo
by Miss Everett Keifer, one of Marshall's charming young ladies, was a very pleasing feature.
After the concert the club and quite a number
of other Terre Haute people, who had gone over
to attend the concert, were entertained until
train time by "The Tricksies," a club of Marshall young ladies.

ODE TO A WASH LADY.
Ali, dear, good, kind wash-lady, come back;
We'll pay you double, if you'll only come.
Our clothes that once were lily white are black,
We're out at elbows, strictly on the bum.
Come, wash-lady, come.
Frankly, washing shirts is not my forte,
And darning, speak not or fly.
While meant for darn, they more resemble wart.
Come, wash-tub majesty, or I die.
Come, wash-lady, come.
Sing hey, hurrah, until your face is black.
Joyful day, our wash-lady's come back.
No more we walk the streets for scarecrow fit,
As we pass by the girls all cry. "That's it !"
Stay, wash-lady, stay.
Sing not of soiled linen, shirts with buttons shy,
At last we've got a wash-lady on whom we can rely.
Our hankerchiefs are white as snow, everything is clean.
Cry hail unto her majesty, the wash-tub queen.
Only stay, wash-lady, stay.

10
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TDe Patiw=1Ro6c.
AVING in our last issue published an account of the season's first victory for Rose,
\\ e are forced to tell in this a
different story, in fact, of a
series of defeats. After winning from Franklin College
on October 11, the team
went to Greencastle and
there met a decisive defeat
,from DePauw University on Oct. 13th. DePauw
greatly outweighed the Rosemen and by using
their weight and good interference succeeded in
piling up a score of 62-0 against the Rose men.
The showing that DePauw has made against some
of the larger institutions of the state makes it evident that Rose was playing out of her class.
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY-ROSE.

Again, on Oct. 18th was Rose outweighed in
her game with Washington University at St.
Louis, Mo. The score, 33-0, does not represent
the difference in the teams. Rose was not outclassed in this game, but lack of confidence
seemed to be her only drawback. The Washington team made plunges through the line and
circled the ends for short gains. Rose was demoralized from the effect of the awful punish-

ment they received that week from DePauw. It
is now the firm belief of the team that they could
win from Washington University if they were
given another chance.
Rose is certainly fortunate in her Alumni.
Although the game was a disappointment to all,
the Alumni of St. Louis spread a very fine ban
quet for the team at the Southern Hotel. The
past and the future of athletics were discussed
and a very pleasant evening enjoyed.
WASHINGToN.

Gordon
.
Webber
Schautl
Gable
Cassal
Pieper
Bishoff
Krausse
Roberts and McLain
Smith
Bennett

ROSE

LE
L. T
I, 0
R.0
R. T
R. E
I,. H
R. H
F. B

Cox
Brannon (Capt)
Parr
Speaker
Krieger
Katzenbach
Daily
Eppert
Kellogg and Oglesby
Ingle
Bland

Touchdowns—Pieper, Bennett, Roberts 2, Smith 3.
Goals—Gordon 3.
Halves-2o minutes.
officials—McCasland, Missouri: Connett, Virginia.
Timers—Tokan and Forsythe.

WABASH-ROSE.

Rumor reached Rose that Wabash was decidly weak, so it was with considerable confidence
that our team left for Crawfordsville on Oct. 25.
When play commenced it was quite evident that
rumor was false and Wabash, instead of being
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weak, had the best formations, interference and
speed of any team Rose had met this season.
The Rose men played better ball than in any previous game, but seemed unable to stop a formidable guards back formation, with which Wabash
made her gains. Wabash scored three times in
the first half and twice in the second, making a
score of 25-0. No goals were kicked.
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Cox and Kellogg brought it out to the 25 yard
line, where Earlham blocked a kick and Rose
fell on it. An exchange of punts left the ball in
Rose's possession on their 12 yard line, when
time was called. Score first half, 0-0.
Rose kicked to Earlham's 20 yard line in the
second half, and Earlham returned it by repeated
line plays to the middle of the field, where Pine
ROSE
WABASH.
caught a fumble, making 25 yards before being
Speaker
Van Meis
C
stopped. Rose tried a drop kick from the 30
Krieger
Record
R G
Parr
Fish
L. G
yard line, but failed. Earlham's punt was fumKatzenbach
Livingstone
R. T
and she again punted to Rose's 15 yard line.
bled
Brannon (Capt)
I,. T
Woods
McBride
Dague
R E
Rose punts to 45 yard line, Earlham punts across
Cox
Voliva
I,. E
the goal line for touchback, Rose kicks off from
Ingle and Kellogg
R. II
Dice
Daily
L. II
Farmer
the 25 yard line, and Earlham advances the ball
Bland
Wilhan
F. B
a few yards and punts to Rose's 5 yard line, Rose
Fry
Fppert
Q
punts to 30 yard line, and then Earlham, by
EARLHAM COLLEGE VS. ROSE.
steady, fast playing, pushes the ball over for the
On the first three days following the Wabash only score of the game. Clark, who made the
game the players were discouraged and many score, failed to kick goal. Rose kicks off to 15 yard
talked of giving up the rest of the season. An line, Macy returns the ball to 30 yard line. Earlappeal was made to the Faculty, with the result ham loses the ball in middle of field. Rose gains
that on Thursday, Bowie, Williams, Pine and 30 yards on trick play, when time is called with
Stahl were added to the squad. This gave the ball in Rose's possession on Earlham's 25 yard
game a different aspect to the players and hard line. Score, 5-0. Bowie, Pine, Kellogg, Bland
practice was held the last two days. This game and Cox were ground gainers for Rose, while the
is one ‘ve feel proud of, in spite of the fact that defensive work of Bowie, Williams and Cox were
Earlham won 5-0. It showed that Rose could features. In the first half Rose made 140 yards,
play good, clean, bard football and with more not including punts; Earlham made 70 yards.
squad practice can retrieve some of the defeats of In the second half Earlham made 130 yards and
the season. The description of the game is as fol- Rose 30; making a total of 200 yards for Earllows • Earlham kicked off to Rose at 2:10 P. M. ham and 170 yards for Rose.
Pine received the ball on the 10 yard line, carried EARLHAM.
ROSE
Alice
C
Speaker
it back 25 yards before being downed, then Bland Everst Macy
L. G
Williams
Clarence Macy
R. G
Krieger
made a buck on tackle for 15 yards. The ball F,veret Macy
L. •i•
Brannon (Capt)
Brannon
R. T
Bowie
was steadily pushed to Earlham's 35 yard line, Leggett
I,. E
Cox
Stanley
R. E
Stahl
where Kellogg made 17 yards around left end. Binford . . . •
I, H
Pine
Kirk
R. H
Kellogg
Rose carried the oval to Earlham's 8 yard line, Clark
F. B
Bland
Tuttle (Capt.)
Eppert
Q
where it was lost on a fumble. Earlham worried
Time of Halves-25 and 2o minutes.
Touchdown—Clark.
it back 15 yards, where they were held for
Officials—Richards and Trueblood.
downs. Gains by Bowie, Kellogg, Pine and
CAPTAINS AND MANAGERS.
Bland carried the ball to the three )ard line,
At a recent meeting of the Athletic directors
where Rose was held for downs. Earlham, by a
series of line bucks and short end plays, together N. H. Cox, '03, was elected manager of the
with two punts and a fumble by Rose,.carried base ball team and 0. F. Reynold, '05, was
the pigskin to Rose's JO yard line. End runs by elected manager of the basket ball team. Mr.
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Cox resigned the position, however, and at the
next meeting of the directors Mr. J. F. Regan,
Jr., '04, was elected to fill the position of manager. Both Mr. Reynolds and Mr. Regan have
shown much interest in all lines of athletics and
both have had experience in the management
of teams. They will undoubtedly prove good
men for their respective positions.
Mr. J. H. Barbazette, '04, has been elected
captain of the basket ball team, and Mr. J. E.
Daily, '05, is captain of this year's base ball
team. Mr. Barbazette has played on the basket
ball team for two years and was captain of the
team last year. His ability has been proven.
Mr. Daily has played on the base ball team for
two years and did most of the pitching for last
year's team.
BRAZIL HIGH SCHOOL 0; ROSE SECOND TEAM 23.

On Oct. 25, while the first team was playing
Wabash College, the Rose Second Team played
a game with the Brazil High School foot ball
team. The Second team easily won the game
and this victory to some extent compensated for
the defeat of the First Team at the hands of
Wabash.
McNabb kicked off for Rose and the runner
was downed in his tracks. Brazil advanced the
ball 10 yards, when Rose was given the ball by an
off-side play. Mullett made 15 yards, Stahl hit
the line for 8 yards, and Cook was sent over for
a touchdown from the 7 yard line. Kiely kicked
the goal.
Keith, of Brazil, then kicked off to Kiely, who
returned the ball 5 yards. McNabb went around
the end for 15 yards, Streeter made 8, and the
ball was advanced 35 yards, when Streeter made
another 7 yards, but lost the ball. Mullett immediately recovered the ball on the next down
through a fumble by Brazil. Rose then carried
the ball 11 yards, when time was called, with the
ball on the 25 yard line. The score was 6-0.
In the second half Keith kicked off to Streeter,
who returned it 12 yards. McNabb made 12
yards and Reynolds made an end run of 20 yards.
By steady gains the ball was then advanced to

the 12 yard line, from which McNabb was sent
over for a touchdown. Keily kicked a difficult
goal.
Brazil kicked off to McNabb, who returned
the ball 8 yards. He then took the ball through
tackle for 7 yards, and Reynolds made 15 yards
around the end. In a short time McNabb took
the ball and made a 35 yard run for a touchdown.
Streeter got the ball on the next kick off and
returned it 15 yards. Stahl made an end run of
40 yards and here Brazil held for downs. The
ball was immediately recovered and in a short
time Stahl was sent over for a touchdown.
Brazil kicked off, but there were no more
scores made.
Line up:
ROSE SEC,ES11) TEAM.

BRAZIL

R. K
Mullett
McNabb
L. E
R. T • • •
Miller
I. T
Cook
R. G
Hodge
Hopkins
L. G
C
Smith
Q. B
Kiely
I,. H
Stahl
R. H
Reynolds
F. B
Steeter
Score—Rose 21, Brazil o.
Umpire,
Bowie;
Greenleaf.
Referee,
Timers—Gilbert and Horner.
Linesmen—Fitzpatrick and Carson.
Tow:hdowns—Stahl 1, McNabb 2, Cook t.
Goals—Keiley 3
Time of Halves-23 and 25 minutes.

James
Brattin
13rownley
Halstead and Smith
G Riddell
J Riddell
Trenary
Wilson
I,ybyer
Bard
Keith

GYMNASIUM CLASSES BEGUN.

The gymnasium has been cleaned up and some
new apparatus has been added. Mr. Crawford
has begun classes and they are well attended.
Every one should get out and work in the gym.
It will undoubtedly help those who intend taking
part in any branch of athletics, and those who
are not athletes will be benefitted by the exercise.
THE TENNIS TOURNAMENT.
BY A. S. HATHA W A Y.

The revival of interest in tennis which began
last year has shown no signs of abatement, and
the recent tournament has shown decided advance in skill on the part of the leading players.
A surprise was in store in the fact that the win-
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bad, in fact—and swelled his list of nets and
outs. Nevertheless, his volleying tactics were
good and came in at critical points of the game
to win an ace after a well placed return. Had
Cushman, with his superior volleying form, used
the same tactics, the result might have been different; but he was afraid of the skill in lobbing
and passing which Cargill had shown in his
match with Fischer. That was good reason for
not running up after every sort of stroke, but

ner was from the Freshman class, although, as
the score will show, the margin of superiority
was small. The contest has been prolonged on
account of the difficulty of finding times when
both contestants could be free, and the weather
suitable. On account of the lack of foot ball
men, those who play tennis have been drawn
upon, and this resulted in a number of forfeits
which would not have occurred. The following
is the score of the tournament:
Prelimininaries.

ist Round
Cargill
Hopkins

2d Round
'Cargill
f by default

Cohn
Jacob

I Jacob
(by default

SemiFinals

Worthington I Peddle
by default
Peddle
Gray
Fischer
Brositis
Trowbridge
Oglesby
Lee
Eppert
Arnold

0 Fisher
i6-3, 6-2,
1 Brosius
f 6-4, 6-1,
0 Lee
by defalt
1 Arnold
by default

I
}•Fisher
I 6-2, 6-1

I Fischer
1.6-1, 6-o,

Cargill
1-6, 6-4, 7-5,
'1-6, 6-1.
I Lee
i by default

1
I

Lee
1 by default

I Streeter
Streeter
Schatimacker I by default
Touzalin
Gilbert

Gilbett
f-3, 7-5

Ingle
Cushman

)Cushman
56-4, 7-5

Outs
7
6

Second Set

10
2

11
9

9
16

Third Set . . . .

12

19
12

21
24

7

18

II

9

f

8

1

4

Vourth Set
Fifth Set

Totals

}.

30
27
0
2

52
46
17
27

2

Cushman
6-o, 6-4

Cushman
I 6-3, 6-4

Nets Dcubles Totals
21
1
4
13
33
7

Aces
9
7

I

I

I

The following is all analysis of the points won
by each contestant in the finals, the upper line
being Cargill's points:
First Set

Finals

Cargill
}. 6-2, 6-1

25

18

41

56

48

3

148

23

41

76

11

151

It will be seen that the winner comes out with
three points less and one game less .than his opponent. In other words he concentrated his efforts on critical points and games of the match.
Cargill showed himself stronger ill aces, made
less outs, but was weaker in nets and doubles.
In strokes off the ground Cargill played in
better form and placed better, although less
speedy. His volleying form was poorer—very

not for not coming up to the net after a well
placed stroke. If the ball strikes near the back
line and the opposing player is not placedfor it,
but must run loge! it then he cannot possibly
pass a good net player except by accident, and
must lob. Thus running to the net in this case
will generally win, and be safe even against a
good lob, since there is plenty of time to get
back and return an answering lob. In the case
of balls falling near the back line, both players
invariably committed the fault of stepping back
and taking them off the ground, instead of stepping forward and volleying when in position to
do either. The object is to press your opponent
for time and so gain advantage of position.
DE PAUW 45, ROSE 0.
Again, on Nov. Sth, Rose went down ill defeat before DePauw, and another big score was
piled up to the credit of our opponents. Every
one was pleased, however, with the plucky play-
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ing of our team, and if it takes grit to make engineers we surely have some good ones developing in our midst.
Rose kicked off to DePauw at 2:45, and the
visitors took the lead by carrying the ball down
the field for a touchdown in about four minutes
of play. After this Rose showed some strength
and was able to hold DePauw better, and at times
to force them to kick. DePauw made two more
touchdowns, and the score was 16 to 0 at the
end of the first half.
In the second half DePauw kicked off, but
Rose could,not gain and had to punt. In a short
time Bowie was injured and retired from the
game, and then DePauw began carrying the ball
for steady gains and for touchdowns. They
scored five times in the last half and raised their
points to 45, while Rose was unable to score.
DePauw undoubtedly has a splendid team,
both as to weight and speed, their only weakness
being shown in occasional fumbling. They
would be• much more respected, however, and
their victories would count for more, if they
played a clean game of foot ball instead of the

game they do play. Referee Weik proved to be
about as honorable an official as he used to be
player, when he was with DePauw some years
ago.
In mentioning the good plays of Rose men, one
should include the whole team, but especially
should mention be made of Speaker and Williams
who did some good tackling; of Daily, who made
our largest gain, 5 yards; and of the team work
of Stahl and Cox in stopping DePauw's runs
around the left end. Bowie played a splendid
game as long as he was playing.
LINE-UP.
DE PAUW.

ROSE.

Coble
C
Speaker
Dewey
L. G
Ro
Baker
R. G
Williams
Robbins
L. T
Brannon (Capt.)
Pearson
R. T.
Bowie and Krieger
Connelly
L. K
Cox
Lightbody
R E.
Stahl
Wilkinson and Preston
Eppert
Q.
KcKinstry and Ilawthorne . . I,. H
Daily
Davidson
R. H.
Kellogg
Brown
B.
Bland
Touchdowns—Robbins 3, Davidson 3, Connelly t, Brown I.
Referee—Weik.
Umpire—Richards.
'rime of Halves-20 and 25 minutes.
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LITTLE NON.SEN5E, NOW AND THEN,

IS RELISHED BY THE BESTOF MEN:
We're h-ilf way through November,
The month that makes us think
What's become of our summer's wages,
We miss the clink of the chinck.
The days we spent at the lake side,
And the hours we spent in the sun,
Won't warm up our shivering marrow,
Nor help us in days to come.

"Doc" (in Mechanics)—What is force?
Eastwood—Something the police use.
Ethel—When does Thanksgiving come this
year?
Jack—How do I know? I'm not on the team.
—[Ex.

And now Thanksgiving's approaching,
That day of all the year,
When we ought to be thankful for being alive,
If we've naught else to be thankful for.

Soph No. 1—I hear our banquet is to be Friday night.
Soph. No. 2—Why, that is simply a matter of
course.

So let us live and be thankful.
Be thankful that we're not dead;
And remember that life's a probating.
Cheer up and be looking ahead.

Caution—Mr. Crain, letter carrying is not a
necessary part of a technical education.

In order to work algebra successfully, one
must be superstitious, for it is necessary to believe implicitly in signs.

Concerning a street fair incident, Mr. Leedy
was heard to say: A man who would do such a
thing should be kicked by jackasses and I'd be
one to help do it.

Aguilera: I once saw a platinum wire so fine
that you couldn't see it.

Atherton—By this method a concrete sulphuric
acid is formed.

'96—That boy of mine is a winner.
'00—He must be a vici kid.
Glee Club Member No. 1.—I hear that Benson
has taken music lessons.
G. C. M. No. 2.—No, he hasn't. He hasn't
anyone to blame but himself.
Reubelt—Go on '06. Do you think I am a
fool?
Freshman—Beg your pardon, but I haven't
been here long enough to find out.

A Freshman, holding a good hand in poker,
says—I don't understand this theory of limits.
Most of the Seniors seemed to doubt the advisability of "Doc's" suggestion for spending Hallowe'en.
Prof.—We have here a sheet of uniform thickness with a hole cut out of it.
Wicky—Of what form of government is Russia?
Bright Junior—An anarchy.
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Mahomet had just gotten off his little aphorism, "Knowledge is power."
"Very good," exclaimed the Grand Vizier,
with a green look. "Then do we understand
that horse-sense is horse-power."
This being too much for the Great Prophet he
went forth and re-inforced himself with a pony.
—[Er.
It was a busy day in Hath's room. The
genius stood at the blackboard and, with a cigar
which he had taken from his pocket under the
impression that it was a pencil, pointed out (to
himself) how the successive steps and operations, which covered the blackboard, were taken.
In one corner of the room four or five Juniors
are enjoying a game of cards, while, a few steps
away, a member of the team is telling about the
St. Louis game. The windows are crowded with
other members of the class who are watching a
pretty girl cross the street. Suddenly we hear
in Hath's deep tones: "I will now take up the
subject of work." Immediately everything else
is stopped. All are seated and all listen breathlessly. You could hear a pin drop. But at this
moment something happens which disturbs the
expectant silence. The wind blows and the
curtain over the window flutters and rattles in
the breeze. The train of thought in the mind of
the eighth wonder is broken. He turns, and
looking at the noisy window shade, with wrinkled brow and entreating voice, says, "be quiet!
be quiet!"

STREET FAIR.

When the Autumn quarter comes,
Conies the carnival as well.
And the town with business hums,
And the merchant's trade is swell.
All our troubles of the past
Into nothingness shall fide,
When our eyes behold at last
The inspiring street parade.
When the barker and his show,
Howling, to our village come;
Thither we all cut and go,
If we have a cent, by gum.
And the way we flunk is great,
In Hath's room day after day.
Every night we all till late,
Mid enchanting secenes do stay.
But the best of times must end,
And the best of money, too.
Touching letters home we send:
"Dad, I'm bilked" (Oh, how true!)

Freshman—I hear that you are troubled with
rats in the lab.
Katze—Yes, they're getting pretty bad. Every
once in a while you see one jump out, grab a
bottle and run under a shelf.
McCormick (in French recitation)—Don't you
pronounce the last syllable first in that word,
Professor?
Leedy (approaching Dr. Patterson, with a filter paper in his hand)—Have you got any more
of these little round blotters, Doctor?

Tipton—She wore two pair of glasses.
First Junior (Hallowe'en)—What's been in
that glass?
Second Junior--Nothing but water.
First Junior—Rinse it out, quick.
Hath (during a quiz)—Now, I have worked
all those problems and it has taken me only ten
minutes.
Staff—Put your answers on the board, Professor, and we'll see if you got 'em right.

When first I bought that thin brown boA
I thought I was a winner,
But now I'm hanged if I can see
Why Hath calls it a primer.

A Junior's answer to the question: Cm n a man
marry his widow's sister?
"Depends on whether she is a grass or sod
widow."
"Oh, Hath, we'll never cut again," so say
the Juniors.
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Bryon's calculus is entitled, "Hathaway's
Brain Food."
Freshman (fresh from his father's store)—Do
you know how to tell a bad egg?
Junior—Well, my advice would be if you've
anything important to tell it, break it gently.
Poly (at the boarding house)—Look here! I
found a button in my salad.
Waitress—That's all right; it's part of the
dressing.
Some few weeks ago Howell, of the class of
'99, visited the Junior class just as they were
about to take a quiz in Calculus. After trying,
in vain, to persuade "Hath" that the class was
in no need of a quiz, he made an informal speech
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and promised that the Alumni, at St. Louis,would
try to give the football team a good time when
they played Washington University there. From
what we hear, we are quite sure they succeeded.
Doc--"The Mechanical Engineer at the power
plant at Austin, Texas, should have checked up
the Civil's dam calculations."
Benson—" Well, you see, Mayor Low is a fusionist. If he had been elected by the Republicans, he would have been defeated sure."
In Hydraulics—" In that case we must have
the whole dam, weir."
Mr. Clarence A. Cohn, '03, was called to his
home, in Salt Lake City, on Nov. 8th, because of
the serious illness of his father.

A VALUABLE THERMO PILE.
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M BRACED

in the proceedings of the Indiana College
Association, for 1901, is an
article by Dr. Noyes upon
the requirements of a course
to train men for work in
technical chemistry. Dr.
Noyes practically describes
the course in chemistry as
carried out at Rose.
We take the liberty of quoting some paragraphs that we think will be of especial local interest:
"During the past twelve years twenty-three men have
been gtaduated from the Chemical Course of the Rose
Polytechnic Institute. These have been employed as follows: One is inspector of coke for a large steel company, and three are chemists in iron or steel laboratories;
two are assayers; two are teachers; three chemists in
soap factories; two employed by a firm manufacturing
liquid carbon dioxide ; two are draughtsmen ; one is superintendent of a gas company ; one, chemist for a firm
manufacturing photographic supplies; one chemist for
a paint oil company; one chemist for an electrical conk
pany ; one, manager of the paint department for a wholesale house; one, chemist for a packing company; one,
chemist in a testing laboratory; and one in charge of the
technical science department of a large library.
It is at once evident that it would have been impossible
to fit these men for ilia specific occupations which they
now follow. Only in very rare instances could the occupation have been predicted before graduation. Work
spent upon the details of technical processes would, in
the large majority of cases, have had no direct value.
When we consider the ever broadening scope of the
chemical knowledge of our time, and the time limits

which are practically set for the students' work, we can
not doubt that time spent in laying broad and solid foundations will be made more useful than any large amount
of time given to the details of industrial chemistry."
"It is the custom, at all our best technical schools, to
require a thesis for graduation. This thesis should always be based upon careful experimental work continued
for some months. It should, if possible, contain some
real edition to the world's knowledge. The student cannot be expected to select, independently, a suitable topic.
Indeed, where the higher degree of Doctor of Philosophy
is concerned, students rarely select their own subjects.
The wish of the student as to the nature of the topic
should, however, be consulted. Subjects pertaining to
industrial chemisty are especially appropriate, but topics
pertaining to the pure science are not to be excluded, and,
indeed, are often to be preferred because of the broader
and deeper insight which they give to the student.
Every technical school should hold before itself not only
the purpose of giving to its students a sound preparation
for industrial pursuits, but it should also contribute constantly to the increase of knowledge in those fields with
which it has to deal. The reflex influence of such ideals
on the instruction given is of the greatest possible importance."
No. i i6.—Van Nostrand Science Series. Worm and Spiral Gearing
by F. A. Ilalsey, Associate Editor American Machinist. Published by I). Van Nostrand Co., New Vork. 3y4 x6 inches; s5
Pages; 50c.

F

OR the designers of gears, this little book
would not only be a valuable aid, but would
also perhaps correct that old idea of the inefficiency of worm and spiral gearing. By simple
formula it developes the Theory of Worm Efficiency, gives tables of Limiting Speeds and
Pressures, and cites examples of gears which
have proven successful and unsuccessful. The
Spiral Gear is thoroughly discussed, both anal)'-
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tical and graphical solutions and examples of
same being given. In the back are several plates
showing the gear and tooth development and
graphical solutions. The book is a reprint from
the American Machinist and to the machine designer would be well worth its price.
B. H.
Electrochemical Industry. The Electrochemical Publishing Co.,
Philadelphia. $2.00 per year; single copies 25c.

NEW American Journal devoted to the application of electro-chemistry. which, at
present is attracting a good deal of attention
among scientists and practical men. An article
on "Niagara as an Electrochemical Center,"
calls attention to the unrealized importance of
the electrochemical industry in the United States.
The first two numbers of this publication contain
valuable articles, well illustrated, by well known
authorities and for those who wish to keep up
with the development of science, this journal
B. H.
would be very valuable.

A

N an article in the Electrical World and Engineer, Mr. Clinton Paul Townsend describes a
method by which graphite was produced electrochemically by E. G. Acheson:
"His first observation was that coke might be freed
from its impurities, and its conductivity largely increased,
by the direct passage of a heating current; shortly afterward he discovered that carborundum and other carbides
might be directly transformed to graphite by the employment of sufficient heat to volatilize the non-carbon element. Later observations led to the conviction that the
conversion of carbon to graphite by any method of resistance heating depended upon the presence in the carbon of definite proportions of such carbide-producing
elements as silicon, iron and calcium, and that, therefore
the two methods above noted were substantially identical
in so far as the chemical reactions were concerned; and
that such impurities need not be present in proportion
sufficient to react at once with the whole of the carbon,
but that the transformation into graphite may be pro.
gressive in character, carbides being formed and decom-
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posed, and the volatilized non carbon element entering
into combination with adjacent portions of the carbon.
It was also observed that an artificial mixture of carbon
with impurities was unnecessary since non-coking coals
and certain varieties of charcoal contain mineral ingredients, proper in kind, sufficient in quantity and suitably
distributed.
"According to the present disclosure, it is found that
in the case of volatile impurities the original distribution
is unimportant. If, for instance, petroleum coke in the
form of lumps and in rough admixture with iron or iron
ore be suitably heated in an electric furnace, the vapors
of the metal so premeate the entire mass as to determine
its complete transformation into graphite."
AN ILLUMINATED TRACING TABLE.
An Illuminated Tracing Table in the drafting rooms of
the Metropolitan Water-Works, Boston, is used for making tracings on thick paper or of drawings having weak
lines. An ordinary drafting table with a thick white pine
top, having a large drawer sliding across the whole width
of the table was adapted for this special purpose. A rectangular hole was cut in the middle of the top of the table
and a large piece of 4-inch French plate glass set in so
as to be flush with the surface of the table. The drawer
was painted white on the inside and in it was set a sixlight cluster' of incandescent lamps mounted on a base
block. The . lights have a white porcelain reflector beneath them and are fitted with indepenient keys. Lamps
of any usual candle-power may be put into the sockets,
but the 8-caudle-power lamps have been found sufficiently
strong for most purposes and stronger ones are very trying to the eyes. Flexible leads are taken from a large
wall switch to the cluster of lights so that the whole cluster may be lighter or shut off at one operation, but by
means of the independent keys one or more lamps may
be cut out separately. A number of vent holes were
bored in the sides of the drawer to prevent overheating.
The illumination is not quite uniform over the whole
area of the glass, but by sliding the drawer or moving the
block carrying the lamps in the drawer the most brilliant
illumination can be obtained under that part of the work
where it is most needed. A great variety of uses have
been found for the table, such as comparison of alternative studies for a structure, comparison of contours of
proposed surfaces with original contours, and the tracing
of additions directly on to brown paper drawings and
prints.-1Engineering Record.
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Ti) SCIInol.S AN!) C.LLI IIES. WALTER McNABB. R. P. I. Agent.

1125 CHESTNUT ST.
No. 709 Locust St

PH!LADE LPH IA, PA.

',Ai 11015)5 :
iR A,
St. Louis, Mo. No. 5 N. Charles St . Baltimore, Md.

EVEHGEro
RYTINNW

Have Your PICTURES FRAMED at

ForVen
ear

T

V I CRROY'S
911 MAIN ST.

Martin & Scott's

Largest Assortment of MOULDINGS in the
City and all at

HABERDASHERS AND HATTERS

GOOD, REASONABLE PRICES

523 Wabash Avenue

GO TO

VOIR

& 1-11G-`1"r0INT

FOR FINE
FOR FINE
AN UP-TO-DATE
BEST LINE OF
ALSO FINE

WE DO THE BUSINESS

SUIT. THE H. S. &
OVERCOAT
HAT
FURNISHINGS
TAILORING

M.

522 MAIN ST.

POLY'S HEADQUARTERS

,

Terre Haute House Billiard parlors
\'()u should always mention THE TECHNIC when doing business with our advertisers.

THE ROSE TECHNIC—Advertisements.

Allegretti's
Lowney's

TES

°COL

French Briar Pipes and Smokers' Requisites
Athletes' Supporters, Braces, &c.

•ife1ffYI(47e.ffieF,

BUNTIN DRUG CO. N. E. Cr 6th & Wabash Ave.
11€5
4
Wat4

Werr

1,?4:1',/e WetcflA t...411/

g9t7ta

CITIZENS' 369

BELL 7671

Te ErmisoR Boeing & Gleaning co.
652 MAIN ST., TERRE HAUTE, IND.

SPECIAL PRICES TO ROSE TECH, MEN

Fine Work in Cleaning and Dyeing of Ladies am! Gents' garment,

Terre Haute z-4 'vv.*
Laundry Company

oprawas9e67.enairecaam
ko
ko,
BROS. Crl
4')
tv rOULKES

Both Telephones 184.
308-310 Cherry Street.

CO,
P
C`0

()1

ED. E. LAWRENCE,
Manager.

TERRE HAUTE, IND.

ALL THE NEW SHAPES
IN HEADGEAR

®

CO
CO
Cr1

Ca
()I
CO
01

CO
tX
04

THE NATTIEST LINE OF

MEN'S FURNISHINGS
COMING
ATTRACTIONS AT

Dec. 31.

To be found in the city.

The Grand r)

Alice Fischer in
Jan. 1.
"Mrs. Jack." Jan. 2.
Prisoner of Zenda.
Jan. 3.
Are you a Mason.
Jan. 5.
Light House Robbery.
Fatal Wedding
fan. 6
King of Tramps.
Jan. 7-S.
Human Hearts,
Jan. 9.
West's Minstrels.
Jan. to.
A Warm Match.
Jan. 12.
Mascagni.
Jan. 13.
Otis Skinner in 1,azarre Jan. 14.
Jan. 15.
Gertrude Coghlan in
Alice of Old Vincennes Jan. 16.
Jan. 17.
Denver Express.

Dec. 15-16.
Dec. IS.
Dec. 19.
Dec. 20.
Dec. 22.
Dec. 24.
Dec. 25.
Dec. 26.
Dec. 27.
Dec. 25.
Dec. 29.
Dec. 30.

r)

Citizens Telephone 328

Foxy Grand Pa.
Sporting Life.
Man and Woman.
Isabel Irving in
The
Sign of the Cross.
A Thoroughbred Tramp
The Christian.
Charles A. Gardner
Hearts of Gold.
Watson's Orientals.
Kyrll Bellew.
A Poor Relation.
Mickey Finn.
San Toy.

Bell Telephone 671

GEORGE HASKET,

r)
r)

04

FULL DRES GOODS
OUR LONG SUIT.

r4
0
o
ol
)
4
(1

FOULKES BROS.
00

631 WABASH AVE.

kl

04

76MEE0
01927127TODY.:).6176.7.6,

Eugene Dietzgen Co.
508 MARKET ST
SAN FRANCISCO.

181 MONROE ST.
CHICAGO.

119-121 W 23d ST.
NEW YORK.

Importers and Manufacturers of

BARN AND OFFICE
MULBERRY ST.

Terre Ratite,
Ind,

DRAWING MATERIALS
AND
SURVEYING INSTRUMENTS.
Secondhand Engineering Instruments
Bought and Sold.
W. H. HAZARD.'04. Poly Agent.

Latest Catalogue on application

New Phone 3221.

Always mention THE

TECHNIC

when doing business with our advertisers.

It may do us good

THE ROSE TECHNIC—ADVERTISEMENTS.

HIGGINS' INKS al ADHESIVES

41•04,1/IMMIMI

3,waroerthneialn)estir
us
oe
themselves.
consnTih
tlh)y
otit
and
e Higgins'Inks and Adhesives 'Tieatiltio-Tg?itIsls
They give unequaled.
sustaincti high ideals can produce. They are largely imitated but never
absolute
guarantee.
our
by
backed
is
unit
and
every
dealers,
and
varying satisfaction to consumers

Th

- 31r A Lill"-, 13EA1.4V:FL tRc.
1()III :A A.1.41E: 1

CHAS

. M.HIGGINS & CO.

NEW YORK

CHICAGO

LONDON

* Originators and Manufacturers
INKS AND ADHESIVES

BROOKLYN, New York,
Main Office: 271 Ninth St.
U. S. A.
Factory: 240-244 Eighth St.

When doing htiiiiess with our advertisers, always mention THE TECHNIC.

THE ROSE TECHNIC—ADVERTISEMENTS.
B. G. HUDNUT, President.

G. A. CONZMAN, Cashier.

Vigo County National sank
()U"

I N: I).

WU: I

Capital, $150,000.

Surplus, $30,000

_
THORMAN 86 SCHLOSS I

•OW IND

OW IIIIIIMM1111111111 GOD 1111111111111IMINIIM

•GM MID 1111111111•111111111 OW 111111111•11•1111•11 OW

AFTER GRADUATION
You will need the best possible substitute for
your college reading room, if you wish to

For a complete line of Sweaters,
For a complete line of Hats,

KEEP UP TO DATE.

For a complete line of Furnishings,
For your Nobby Overcoats,
For your Nobby Suits,
For a complete line of Foreign and
Domestic Woolens in our Tailoring Department.
FIT GUARANTEED.

I I

Current engineering periodicals must b'e, consulted. THE ENGINEERING IrtnEx makes the
contents of all the leading American, British and
Continental journals available at a minimum expenditure of both time and money. Send for
sample copy and particulars. Mention THE
Rost.: TEcuNic. when you write.
---411110-1111.

The Engineering Magazine

PRICES RIGHT.

N. W. CORNER FIFTH AND WABASH AVE.

120.122 LIBERTY STREET,

NEW YORK.

Terre fiatif, Ind,
•
IMP

IMP•

OM IIIIIIIIIIN11111110 MID

GIB• •WM 41111111111111111111111

MMIIIMINININIII NW

j

crorereH
ataeuste s

Holiday Store

BIDS V( )1 WELCOME. Every floor, every department, of The Big Store, breathes the spirit of
Christmas, and extends to you a cordial welcome teeming with that good feeling which has always
made this hoase

Terre Haute's Holiday Headquarters.

All the Latest Popular Books at lowest prices. Men's Wear sold on the same low margin of profit which characterizes
this store. All goods bought for cash and sold for cash. One price to all and that the lowest.

FOR MEN we have Trunks, suit CaseF, Grips and Hand-bags, Umbrella, Athletic Gooch-, Handkerchiefs, Winter
Underwear, Plain and Fancy Shirts, Latest Styles in Neckwear, Hosiery, Bath Towels and Rugs,
Bath Robes and Blankets, LOWER and BETTER than anywhere else.

Geo.W. Daniels
LIVLRY=.
-Always mention fi I l TEchi N IC

Rubber Tire Cabs for Etalls, Parties, &c.
Elite line of Light Livery.

814 MULBERRY ST.
Citizens Phone, 366

when writing to our .1(Ivertisers.

Old Phonc, 372 Cherry

It may help
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URPIKES BORDERED ON EITHER SIDE BY TALL FIRS." — See age 66

'NARROW

